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We survey the existence of base sequences, that is four sequences of 
lengths m + p, m + p, m, m, p odd with zero auto corrdation function 
which can be used with Yang numbers and four disjoint complementary 
sequences (and matrices) with zero non-periodic (periodic) autocorrela-
tion function to form longer sequences. 
We survey their application to make orthogonal designs OD(4t; I, t, t, t). 
We give the method of construction orOD(4t; t, t, t, t) for I '" 1, 3, 
41, 45, ... ,65, 67, 69, 75, i7, 81, 85, 87, 91, 93, 95, 99, 101, 105. IIf, 
115, II7, 119, 123, 125, 129, 133.141, .. " 147, 153, 155, 159, 161, 165, 
16S, 171, 175, 177, 183, 185, 189, 195,201,203,205,209. 
1 Definitions and Introduction 
An orthogonal deSIgn of order IT Gild type (51 ... ,s,,),$; positi\·c integers, is 





We write this as OD(n; S1. $2, .... s~). 
Alternatively, each X has Si entries of the type ±x, and the distinct rows 
arc orthogonal under the Eudidean inner product. 
We may view X as a matrix with entries in the field of fractions of the 
integral domain Z[XI, .. ,x,,], (Z the rational integers). and then if we let 
(L~=I Sjxi), X is an invertible matrix with illver~ tXT Thus XXT = fI". 
and so our alternative of the rows of X applies equally well to the columns of 
X 
lCMCC 5(1989), pp. 69-104 
An orthogonal design with no zeros and in which each of the entries is 
replaced by +1 or -1 is called an Hadamard matrix. Alternatively, an Hadamard 
matrix of order n, H, has entries + 1 or -1 and the distinct rows are orthogonal 
Orthogonal designs and Hadamard matrices are extensively described in [4J 
and [14J. 
A special orthogonal design, the OD(4tjt,t,t, t), is especially useful in con-
structing Hadamard matrices. An OD(12; 3, 3, 3, 3) was first found by Baumert-
Hall [2J and an OD(20j 5, 5, 5, 5) by Welch. OD(4tj t, t, t, t) are sometimes called 
Baumert-Hall arrays. 
Early work of Golay [5,6] wa.s concerned with two (1,-1) sequences, but Welti 
[27J, Tseng [21] and Tseng and Liu [22] approaehed the subject from the point 
of view of two orthonormal vectors, each corresponding to one of two orthogonal 
waveforms. Later work, including Thryn's [23,24] used four or more sequences. 
Since we are concerned with orthogonal designs, we shall consider sequences 
of commmuting variables. 
Let X = {{all, ... , aln }, {a21, ... ,a2n}'" {ami, ... , amn }} be m sequences 
of commuting variables of length n. 
The nonpenodic auto-correlation function of the family of sequences X (de-
noted N x) is a function defined by 
n-j 
Nx(j)::: :L)al,ial,i+j + a2,;a2,;+i + ... + am,;am,'+i)' 
i=1 
Note that if the following collection of m matrices of order n is formed, 
then Nx(j) is simply the sum of the inner products of rows 1 and j + 1 of these 
matrices. 
The penodic aulo-correlation function of the family of sequences X (denoted 
Px) is a function defined by 
" 
Px(j)::: 2.)al,;aU+i + a2,;a2,i+i + ... + (lm,i(lm,;+j), 
;=1 
70 
where we assume the second subscript is actually chosen from the complete set 
of residues (mod n). 
We can interpret the function Px in the following way: form the In circulant 
matrices which have first rows, respectively, 
then PxU) is the sum of the inner products of rows 1 and j+ 1 of these matrices 
\\'e say the weight of a set of sequences X is the number of nonzero entries 
inX. 
If X is as abow with }'v"x (j) = 0, j = 1,2 .... , n - 1, then we will call X 
m-complementary sequences of length n. 
If X = {A 1 ,A2 ,."., Am} are m-complementary sequences of length nand 
WRight 2k such that 
are also m-complementary sequences (of weight k), then X will be said to be 
m-compitm;;ntury dJsJolntable seq1lences of length n. X will be said to be In 
complementary dzsJomt sequences of length n If all ( ; ) pairs of sequences 
are disjoint, i.e., Ai * Aj = 0 for all i,j, where * is the Hadamard product. 
For example { 11 0 1 }, { 0010 -1 }, {O 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 }, {O 0 0 0 0 0 
1 -1 } afC disjoint as they have zero non-periodic autocorrelation function and 
precisely one Ui) #; 0 fOf each j. (Here -1 means "minus 1".J 
Notation: \\'e sometimes use - for -1. and x for -x, and riO to mean the order 
of the E'ntries in the 5cquence A. are rewrsed. 
One more piece of notation is in order. If g, denotes a sequence of integers 
of length r, then by xgr we mean the sequence of integns of length r obtained 
from gc by rnulliplying earh member of gc by x. 
Proposition 1 Let X be a famzly of 8eqllcnces as abore. Then 
PxU) = ..vxU) + ..vx(n - j), j = 1, ..... n - 1 
Corollary 2 If NxU) = 0 for all j = 1, ... ,n - 1, then PxU) 
i=l, ... ,n-L 
o for all 
Note. PxU) may equal 0 for all j = I,. ,n -1, e,"en though1.he .\"x(J) are 
not. 
H X = {{al,'" ,an}, {b l , .. ,b,,}} afe two seqllences where u" bJ E {I, -I} 
and Nx U) = 0 for j = 1, .... n - 1, then the sequences in X are called Golay 
complementary sequences of length n. e.g. (writing - for minus 1), 
IT = 2 
n = 10 
n = 26 
11 and I-
1- -1- 1 - - - 1 and 1 - - - - - -lI-
llI- -111- 1- - - - -1-11- -1- - --
- - -11- - - 1 - 11 - 1 - 1 - 11 - -1- - --. 
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We note that if X is as above and A is the circulant matrix with first ro .... 
{ai, ... , a,,} and B the circulant matrix with first row {bl ,. ., bn}, then 
" 
AAT + BBT:::: 2)al + mIn. 
;",1 
Consequently. such matrices may be used to obtain Hadamard matrices con-
structed from two circuiants. 
\Ve would like to use Golay sequences to construd other orthogonal designs, 
but first we consider some of their properties 
Lemma 3 Let X:::: {{al, ... ,a ... },{b1, ... ,b,,}} be Golay complementary 5~­
quences of length n. Suppose kl of the a, are posltit'e and kz of the b; are 
posItive. Then 
and n IS even. 
Proof: Since PxU) :::: 0 for all j, we may consider the two sequences as 
2 - {n; k1, "'2; -X} supplementary difference sets with>. :::: kJ + k2 - ~ n. But the 
parameters (counting difference two ways) satisfy ,\( n - 1) = kl (k 1 - 1) + k2 (k 2-
J) On substituting>. in this equation we obtain tile result of the enunciation. 
Geramita and Seben)' [4, pp133-7]' Andres [1] and James [9J have studied 
the ~lIlallcr values of n, k 1 , k2 of the lemma sho\\"ing the only orders for Golay 
sequences of order::; 68 which exist are 2. 4, 8, 10, 16, 20, 26. 32, 40. 52 and 
64. 1'>lalcolm Griffin [i] has shown no Golay sequences can exist for lengths 
no;;; 2.91 . The valu€ n "" 18 pr€\'iou~ly excluded by a complete search Lut is 
now theoretically excluded by Griffin's theorem and independently by a r<,sult 
of Kru~kal {I3] and C ll.Yang [29]' [30]' [31]. Reff'llt work of Andres [1] and 
James (9] ha,<, led to a great.ly improved computer algorithms for studying these 
8<.'qllcnccs. 
Summary of Golay Properties 
Two sequ<'n(es XI, ... , Xn and YI, .. , Yn are called Golay compiemoltary Sf-
quwcej of length n if all their ent.ries are ±l and 
"-i 
L(x;x;+j + y,Yi+i):::: 0 for ev€ry j of; O. j:::::: t . .. ,n -1, I.e. Sx :::::: 0 
,,,,1 
These sequences hav€ the followillg properties: 
1. L:7oo1(x;x,.j.! + y,y'+J):::: 0 for every j of; O. J I, .. n- 1 (wh"'re the 
subscripts are ft'dun'd modulo n), i.e. Px = O. 
2 n is even and til(' sum of two -"quares. 
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4. 
[L Y'Re(("+'I]' = l n, 
"D 
where S :::: {i : 0 ::::: i < TI, fi :::: I}, D :::: {i : 0 ::::: i < n, e; :::: -I} and ( is a 
2n-th root of unity. 
5. They exist for orders 2a lOh26c, a, b, c nonnt~gative integers. 
6. They do not exist for orders 2.9< (c a positive integer), 34, 36, 50, 58 or 
GR, 
7. They do not exist for orders 2.49" (c a positive integer) (Kounias. Kouk-
ouvinos and Sotirakoglou). 
\\'e now discuss other sequences with zero auto-correlation funnion 
Other Sequences with Zero Auto-Correlation 
Function 
Lemma 4 Suppose X:::: {X j ,X2, .. ,Xm } is a set of{O,l,-I) stqUfrlCfS of 
Ifngih n for tr'hleh ,"'x :::: 0 or Px :::: O. Further SlJPpose the weIght of -Y, IS Xi 
and the sum of the dements of Xi IS a, Then 
Proof: Form circulant matrices Yi for eMh X,. Then 
m m 
YiJ =a;J and z..::y;yt:::: LXi 
,=1 ;=1 
Sow considering 
m m m 
we have the result. 
Example. Suppose Xl, X~, X J , X 4 have elements from +1 and -1 and lengths 
19,19,18,18. The total weight of these sequences is 74 now the four rows sums 
must square to 74 80 we could have 
32 + 12 + 82 + 02 
72 +52 +02 +02 




52 + 32 + 62 + 22 
In algorithms to search for these squares the row sum of 8 and length 18 
means there are 13 elements +1 and 5 elements -1 considerably shortening any 
search. 
Now a few simple observations are in order, and for convenience we put them 
together as a lemma though more has been observed by Whitehead [28]. 
Lerrlllla 5 Let X = {AI, ...1 2"", Am} be m-complementary seq1unces of length 
Tl. Thcn 
(i) Y = {...1j,...1;, ... ,Aj,Ai+], ... ,Am } an m-complementary SfqufnCfs of 
length n where Ai means reverse the elements of A;; 
(11) I·V = {A], A 2 , ... ,Ai. -A,+l,' ., -Am} are m-complementary sequences 
of length n; 
(IIi) Z = {{AI, A2}, {A!, -A2} .... , {...1 2;_1, A2;}, {A 2,_I, -A2i}, ... } arf m-
(or m + 1 If m was odd when we 1£1 Am+1 be 11 zeros) complementary Sf-
quenC(s of length 2n. 
A;/Ak means a}l,aU) a}2,a'2, ajn,akn) are m- (orln+ 1 If1n uas 
odd when n:t let Am+l be n zeros) ("omphmenlary sequeuces of Inlgth 2n 
(v) V = {Ai,A2, ... ,A~} u'hcrfAi = {ajJ,-ai2,ai3.-a,4, 
phmentary sequences of length n. 
.. } are In com-
By a lengthy but straightforward calculation. it can be shown that· 
TheofClll G Suppose X = {A l , .. ,A2m } an: 2m-complem~nlary 5eqU(nres of 
length n and weight u and Y = {B1,B2 } are f!_complementary disjoinlable se-
quences of lenglh t and laight 2k. Then there are 2m-complemc7Ilary sequences 
of It.nglh nt and weIght ku. 
The same result IS true if X arc 2m-complEmentary dlsjomtabh Si'qUfIlCU 
of length nand wnght 2u alld Y art' 2-complfmenlary sequfnc£5 of 1.1."£lght k. 
Proof: Using an idea of R.J.Tuf)"n, we consid~r 
A 2;_1 x (Bl + B 2)/2 + .4 2; x (BI - R2l/2 and 
A~i_1 x (fli - Bil/2 - A 2; x (Bi + WJ/2. and 
for i = 1, ... , m, which are the required sequences in the first case. and 
(A 2i_l + .4 2;)/2 x Bl + (A2;_1 - A2;)/2 x Bi and 
(.4 2;_1 + .1 2;)/2 x B2 - (.4 2;_1 - A 2;)/2 x Bi and 
for i = 1, ... , m, which are the required sequences for the second case 
The proof now follows by an exceptionally tedious hut straightforward veri-
fication. 
Corollary 7 Since then: are Golay sequences of lengths 2,10 and 26, there are 
Golay sequences of hngth Za 10"26< for a, b, c non-negath'e integers. 
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Corollary 8 There aTe .e-complemenlary sequences of lengths 2"60 lOC14d26" of 
weights 2"5610" 13d26" J where a, b, c, d, e are non-negative integers. 
Proof: Use the sequences of Tables 5 and 6 of Appendix H of [4J. 
Base Sequences 
Four sequences of elements +1,-1 of lengths m + p,m + p,m,m where p is 
odd which have zero non-periodic autocorrelation function are called base se-
quences. In Table 1 base sequences are displayed for lengths m + 1, m + 1, m, m 
for m + 1 E { 2, 3, ... , 18, 21, 24, 3D}. If X and Yare Golay sequences 
{I, X}, {I, -X}, {Y}, {Y} are base sequences of lengths m+ 1, m + 1, m, m. So 
base sequences exist for all m = 2"10·26~, a, b, c non-negative integers, p :::: 1. 
The cases for m = 17, P = 1, were found by A.5proul and J.Seberry and for 
m = 23, P = 1 by RTuryn. These sequences are also discussed in Geramita and 
Sebcrry [4,pp129-148J. 
Base sequences are crucial to Yang's [29], [30J, [31J constructions for finding 
longer T-sequences of odd length. 
We know propose to use R.J .Thryn's idea of using m-complementary se-
quences to construct orthogonal designs. 
Table I: Base Sequences of Lengths m+l, m+l, m, m 
Lrn ili Sums of S uares 5 '"= 
m_1 22+02+12+12 ((11), {l·I]. (I). (Ill 
m=2 32+ 12+lf+r:r (1111), (I \.1}, {l-I), {I.I}} 
m = 3 22+02+32+12 {(II-II), (\ I-I-I). [II I), {l·1 I)] 
m=4 32+32+(12+(12 ((11_1 Ill. (I II I·i), {I 1-1·1), {I-I I-I]} 
m=4 32 + 11.+22+21- {(Ill 1.1]. [.1111-1), (II_II). {I 1·1 I]} 
m = 5 22+!y+32 +32 {(II-I 1·1 I), (II I·I·I·IJ, !l1·ll IJ. (11·11 IIJ 
m = 6 32 +12+42+if ({II-I 1-1 \ 1), (II·I-I·j I-I), [-I 1 I I I I), [·\-1 I \-1 I lJ 
m",6 52 + 12+!Y+rr {Ill 1·1 J II), (I \·1-1-11-1), [11·1 I-I-I), {l1-II·l·l]} 
m = 7 22+cP+52 + 12 {(I 111·1-1·\ 1), {II-! 1·ll·I-IJ, {II 1·1 Ill], 
{I-I·I I·\-! 1 J] 
m_7 4~+21+3~+ I" {{-111111·!!). {I ! 1-1-11.1 ll. {·III-llll), 
{I-I I I 1-1.111 
m = 8 52 +32 +!y+cr {{II \ 1-111·1 \J, (-1111-1 I 1-1 I), {l J '·1.1.11-1), 
(l I 1_1_1.\ 1· I}) 
m = 9 42 +22+32 +32 {{11111·I·lI-IIJ, {-II Il 1-1-11-1 I), (111·1111-1·1}. 
{I_I I I 1-\ I I-I J) 
m = 10 52 +32 +22+21 (II 1-1·1 III Ill-I), {-I 1·1·1 1\ I I 11.1]. 
{_Ill 1·11_1 11-1], (-I I II-I 1·111-1]) 
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m~\O 112+52 +0'+42 
rn~l1 62 +(;2+32 +12, 
m= II 42 .,.22 +52 +12 ' 
m ~ 12 72 + Il+02+!y 
m _ 12 52 +52 +!Y+et2 
m = 12 32 +12+62 +22 
m = 13 62 +42+12+12 
m .. :14 72+32 +!y+rY 
i 
, m = 15 62 +42+12+31 




(.,.\ 11.\ 1·11-11), (-111-11-11111)) 
{{·I I I 1-\ 1-\ I " 1 1 I J, [·1 \ 1·1 ] 1·1·1·1 1 \·1 J. 
1-1-1 I I I 1 1·1 1 I-I). I-I ] I I 1-1 I-I 1-1-1 JJ 
{II 1 I I I 1.1·1 1-\ 1-1]. (1-1-1-1-1-1 \ 1-1 1-1 1]. 
{1111-1-111-11l}, {I·11·!·1 1 1·1·1·11)) 
({ I 1 1 I-I 1·1 1·1 1 1 I 1). [I I 1-1·1 1-1 1-1-1 I I-I), 
{III·III-!-ll-l.l.l}. [11 1.\.\ I·l I 1.1·1·])) 
[[l·\·I·l 1-1 1-1-1·1 I·I·I}. [1 1·1 1·1.1 1.\ ] I 1 II). 
[1 1·1 1·1·1 \ 1 1·1-1-1)' (I 1-1 I I 1-1-1 1-1-1-1)] 
[{1 I 1 1-1 1.1·1 ] 1-1-1 1). {Ill 1-] 1-1-1 I 1-1-\-1), 
(l 1 I 1 1-1 1·1 I·] I I). II 1 1-1-1 I-I 1-1-1 I 1)) 
{(llllll-l-1 1.1·1\·11). [1·1·1·1-1·\ 11-1·11-11-1}, 
(1 I 1 1·1-1-1 1-1-1 1.1.1), [1.1 1·1·1 1·\·1·1 1 I 1·\)) 
({11·III 1.1 1-11 11·1 II], {II \-11 )·]-1-1 1 1·111·1), 
(I I 1 1-1-1 I-I 1 1·1·]·]·\), {\.\_\_I-l 1-] 1-\ 1 I I 1-1)) 
({ 1 I 1 \ 1·1 I 1·1-\ I \ \·1 ).\], 
[1-1-1-1·11-1.1 1 1-1-1·\ 1·11). 
{1 I 1-1 ].\ I 1·\·1·\·]·1 \ \ J. 
{1-1 I 1 1 I 1-1·1 !-I 1·1·1 III 
{{1 I 1 \ ].1-1 I-I 1-1 \-1-1 I 1 I), 
{I-I-l 1 I·] I·] 1·1 I \·l·I·I-J-I), 
{1 1 I 1 1·)-) 1 1-] \.) I 1·1·1), 
{Ill 1\-1-1 I 1-1 I-I 11·1·1)) 
({ 1·\ 1 I 1· 1·1 1-1·1·1·1 I 1 1 I I·I). 
[1·1 I 1·1 1·]·1 1 1 1·\·1.1 I Ill}, 
{I I I-I 1 1 1·1 I \ \·1 1-\-1 j·n, 
(I I \-1 I I I-I 1 I 1·1 1·1·1 ]·1)) 
{{l 1·1·\ J I I 1 1 ]-1 1·1·1 1·1 1-)-1-1 I), 
(.\ 1-1-1 I 1 1 I \ ).\ 1·\·1 ]-1 \-I·J·I I), 
{J·I-I 1 1 I I 1 1-1-1 I 1·] 1·\ ] 1 1-1). 
{1-I-lII11 I 1·1·111·11·1111-1)) 
(Ii }·1-1 \ 1 1 \ \ \-1·\ ] ] }·I 1·1 I \-1 J. 
[-I ,.\. \ I I I \ I 1-\-1 I I I-I 1-1 I 1· 1), 
(1-1·\ I I 1 1 I 1-\ )_1_1_1 1·1 1·1·1 1 J. 
[1-1-1111111·11·1·1-] 1-11·\·1 I)J 
r 0·'·\·1 \., 1·'·'·'·1 \ \ I I 1 ]·1·1 ]·1·]·1 I J. 
(1-1-1 1·)·] 1·1 I 1 1·'·1·1·\-\ 1-1·1·1 1·)·1·1), 
(111·\·'·11 1·1·1 1·)·I·j·l I·I-I-H 1·1 I), 
(1 I-I·) 1·1 1 I·] 1·1 1 1 1-1 1-1·1 1·1·1·1 1) 1 
({I I I 11·1 1 I I ]·11-1-\ ! 1·1·11 I \ 1·1 1-1·1·1 \·11). 
(1·1·\·\·1 1·\·1·'·1 1·1 I 1·1·1 I 1·1-!-I-1 I-I I I \-1 1·1), 
[I I 1·1 1·1·\·1 I-I I 1-1·1·1 \·j·1 I 1 I \-1 1 I I 1-1-1). 
'-__ L _____ J.J.'1,,~lcIJ.1I.IIIll-I.II-!.I.! 11·11-I-l-II-lll·1 
Tablt l(mnt): Base Stoquencl'S of Lengths m+l. rn+l, rn, m 
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Four (1,-1) sequences A::::: (X,U, Y, V), where 
X {Xl::::: I,X2,X3, ... ,X"1 ,-Xm , ... ,-X3,-X2,-Xl::::: -I}, 
U {UI::::: 1,112,113, .. ,1I"1 ,-U"1 , . . ,-U3,-u2,1}, 
Y ::::: {Yl,Y2, ... ,Ym-I,Y""Ym-I, ... ,Y3,Y2,YI}, 
V {VI, U2,"" Urn_I, lim, Urn_I,"" 1,'3, V2,t"1}, 
which have N A ::::: 0 and 8m - 6 is the sum of two squares. 
Or four (1,-1) sequences A = {X, U, Y, V} where 
X {XI = I,X2,X3, ... ,Zrn,;t:m+l,xm , ... ,X3,X2,Xl::::: I}, 
U {Ul = 1,1I2.1I3,_ .. ,U"1,1I",+I,Um, .. ,1I3,u2,-I}, 
Y ::::: {Yl,Y2, .... Y",,-Ym, ... ,-Y2,-Yl}, 
V {VI,V2, ... ,L'm,-vm, ... ,-V2,-Vj}, 
which have NA = 0 and 8m + 2 is the sum of two squares will be called Tl.Iryn 
sequences of length n + 1, n + 1, n, n (they have weights n + 1, n + 1, fl, fl also). 
m '" 2 
m =3 
m '" 6 




{(I-I), {I I}, {I}, {J}} 
[[Ill}, (II-I), {l-I}, (l-IJ) 
! {J I-I"1}, (I I-I 1), [1 1 1), [1-1 III 
[[II-Ill}, (II II-I), [1 1-1-1), (1-11-1)) 
{{I I 1-1-1-1}, (I I-I I-I 1), {I 1-1 1 IJ, (11·1 II)} 
{(II I-I 1 I I). (I 1-1-1-1 I-I), (I 1-1 1_1_1), (11-1 1_1_1 }) 
{(I I-I I-I 1·1·1), (11 1 1-1-1-1 I), {III-l Ill}, (1-1-1 1·1-1 I)} 
WI I 1-11-1 I-II J I I}, [11 1-1-1 1-1 1-1·1 1 I-I}, 
(lI1-111-I-ll-!-I-I), (II \-1-1 I-I II-I-I.l}) 
({I 1-1 II 1-11-1 1 1 1·111), (II 1·1 11·1·1-1 1 \-111-1). 
(J 1 J 1-1-11-1 1 1-1-1-1-1), (I-I-I· 1-1 1-1 \-1 1 1 1 I-I)} 
Table 2: Turyn Seqnences or lengths m+l, m+l, m. m 
Known Turyn sequences are given in Table 2. 
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Geramita and Seberry [4, pI42-143] quote Robinson and Seberry(Wallis) 
results giving such sequences where the longer sequence is of length 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15 (though the result for 5 has a typographical error and the 
last sequence should be 1-1-), that they cannot exist for 11, 12, 17 or 18 and a 
complete machine search showed they do not exist for lengths 9, 10, 14 or 16. 
So in fact the first resolved cases (and unresolved since 1976) are lengths 19, 20, 
21. 
A sequence X = {Xl,"".1':,,} will be called skew if n is even and Xi = 
~X"_i+l, and symmetric if n is odd and X; = X,,_;+1' 
ThcoreDl 9 (Turyn) Suppose A = {X,U,Y, V} arc Thryn sequcnccs of lengths 
m + I,m + 1,m,m, where X is skew and Y is symmetric for m even and X 
is symmetric and Y is skew for m odd. Then there are T-sequcnccs of lengths 
2m+1 and4m+3. 
Proof: We use the notation AlB as before to denote the interleaving of two 
sequences A = {aJ, ... , am} and B = {b l , ... ,bm-d. 
AlB = {aI, b\, a2,~, ... , bm_l, am}. 
Let OJ be a sequence of zeros of length t. Then 
and 
are T-sequences of lengths 2m + 1 and 4m + 3 respectively. 
Corollary 10 There are T -sequences constructed from Turyn sequcnces of lengths 
3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 19, 23, 25, 27. 29, 31, 51, 59. 
TheoreDl 11 If X and Y are Golay sequences of length r, then writing 0,. for 
the vector afr zeros, T = {{1,Or}, {O, t (X + Y)}, {O, t (X - Y)}, {Or+d} 
are T-sequences of length r + L 
Corollary 12 (TurYll) There existT-sequences offengths 1+2alOb26<, where 
a,b,c are non-ncgatit'e integers. 
Corollary 13 There exist T-sequences of lengths 3, 5, 7, ., .,33, 41, 51, 53, 
59, 65, 81, 101. 
A desire to fill the gaps in the list in Corollary 13 leads to tbe following idea. 
LCIDDl8 14 Suppose X = {A, B, C,D} are 4-complementary sequences aflength 
m + 1, m + 1, m, m respective/y, and weight k. Then 
y ~ {{A,C}, {A,-C}, {B, D), {B,-D)) 
, 
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are .j-complementary sequences of length 2m + 1 and weight 2k. Further, !j 
t (A+B) and} (C+D) are also (0,1,-1) .5equences, then, with Ot the .5equenre 
oft zeros, 
z = {{ t (A+B),Om}.{ t (A~B),Om},{Om+l' t (C+D)},{Om+l' } (C-D)}} 
arc 4-compiementary sequences of length 2m+ 1 and weight k. If A. B.C, D an 
(1.-1) sequences, Ihtn Z consisiB ofT-sequences of length 2m+ 1. 
Lelllma 15 If then are Turyn sequf.nus of hnglh m + I,m + I,m. m there art 
base sequences of lengths 2m + 2, 2m + 2, 2m + 1, 2m + 1. 
Proof: Let X, U, Y, V be the Turyn sequences as in Table 2. Then 
E~{l,X/Y}, F~{-l,X/Y), G~{UjV), H~{U/-V) 
are 4-(omplement ;uy base sequences of lengths 2m + 2, 2m + 2, 2m + 1, 2m + 1 
respectively. 
Corollary 16 There arc base sequences of lengths m + I,m + 1, m,m for m 
(a) t. 2t + 1 ll'here then are TUl7Jn sequences of length t + 1, t + 1, t, t. 
(b) 9,11,13,25,29 
(c) for lengths 9 where there are Golay seqU(1!ces of lenglh g. 
(dj 17 (Seberl7J-Sproulj, 2J (Turyn) given m Tables 1 and J. 
:'l'ow Cooper-(Seberry)Wallis-TiHyn have shown how 4 disjoint complemen-
tary sequences of length I and zero non-periodic (or periodic) autocorrelation 
function can be used to form OD(4t;t,t,t,t) (formerly called Baumert-Hall 
arrays) [3].[4]. 
First the sequences (variously called T-sequences or Turyn sequences"· but 
this latter has two dilTcrcnt usages) are turned into T-matrices and then Cooper-
(Seberry)Wallis construction, described below, can be applied. 
The appropriate theorem for the construction of Hadamard matrices is (it 
is implied by Wiilialllson, Baumert-Hall, Welch, Cooper-Wallis, Turyn): 
Theorem 17 Suppose there fX!sls all OD(41;I,t,/,t) and.j SUitable maln'as 
A,B,C,D ofordcrw and til tries 1 or-lllhlfh sati.lfy 
AAT + BBT + ceT + DDT = 4wl .... , 
XyT=YX T forX,YE{A,B,C,D} 
Then thert is an IIadamard matrix of order 4wt {l1'!lllamson matrices arc suit-
able malrlces tnth the extra conditIOn thai X T = X for X E {A, B. C, D}. 
n matrices X 1 ,X2 , .. ,X" of order m are said to be suitable if they have 
el,.ments +1 or -1 and they satisfy 
XiX! = XjX!, i,j = 1, ... ,n 
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where there is an OD(LU;;Ul,U2, ... ,Un ). They are used in the following 
theorem. 
Theorp.m 18 (Geramita-Seberry) If. there is an OD(L: U;; UI, U2, ... ,Un) 
and suitable matrices of order m then there is an Hadamard matnx of order 
(2:: u,)m. 
2 ODs and Hadamard matrices 






CAD 0 A 
_A_C A 0 0 
O_A_C A 0 
o O_A_C A 
ADD A C -. 
_A B_A_C C 
C_A B_A_C 
_C C_A B_A 
A_C C_A B 
_A __ 





_A C A_O_D 
_D_A C A_O 
_O_D_A C A 
A_D_D_A C 





• B A B_O D 
o B A B_v 
_0 0 B A B 
B D 0 B A 
- -. 
_A B_A C_C 
_C_A B_A C 
C_C_A B_A 






_A B 0 
B_A A_D D 
o B_A a_D 
_0 v a_A B 
B D 0 B_D 
I>_O_B C C 
C 8_D_8 C 
C C 8_D_B 
_BCCA_O . -. 
-A CAD 0 
O_A C A 0 
DO_A C A 
A 0 O_A C 
A_B_D O_B 
_B A_B_O D 
O_B A_B_O 
_0 O_B A_B 
_B D D_B A 









_8_0 B C C 
C_8_0 B C 
C C_B_O B 
B C C_B_D 
Lemma 19 Let Xi, i = 1, ... ,4, be T-matrices u·ith row sum (and column 
sum) Xi, respectively. Then 
" '-L.J x, - n. 
,=1 
Proof: X,] = x,l: so considering 2::;=1 X,X[J = nl gives the result. 
The following result, in a "lightly different form, was also discovered by 
R.J.Tufyn. 
there eXIst T-malnces Theorem 20 (Cooper-Wallis) Suppose 
(or T -sequences) Xi. i = 1, ... , 4 of order 11 
abies. 
Ld a. b, c, d be commuting vari_ 
Then 
A = aX j + bX2 + cXs + dX4 
B = -bXl + aX2 + dX3 - eX4 
C = -eXl - dX 2 + aX3 + bX4 
D -dX1 + cX2 - bX3 + aX4 
can be used in the Goethals-Seidd (or Wa/lis-H"hiteman) array to obtam an 
OD(4n;n,n,n,n). 





Xl:::: 0 1 
o 0 : 1 ' X, = [: ~ : l' X, = [: : ~ 1 ' x, = o. 
Then X!.X2 ,X3 ,X4 are T~matrices of order 3, and the OD(12j3,3,3,3) is 
, • , -. , d -, -d , -d , -. , , • , d -. -d , -, , -. -d • , , d • , , , d • d , • , d , b , d • , , , d -, -d b , , b -b , -d -, d , 
d b , b , , , d • d , , , d , d b , , b , b d , 
d -, , • -, d , , b d , -b , , d , d b • , , , • d d , b , , d b d , , b , 
-, b d , -d -, -d -, b , , b 
b d -, -d -, , -, b -d • , , 
We will not give the proof here which can he found in Wallis [25, p.360] but 
will just quote the results given there. Cyclotomy may be used in constructing 
t.hese arrays including t.he orders t ::::13,19,25,31,37,41 and 61. 
A most important theorem which shows how Welch OD(20;5, 5, 5, 5) can be 
used is now given. One of us (Yamada) has reported that Dna and Sawade [IS] 
have found a Welch type 0 D(36; 9, 9, 9,9). This is being translated at present. 
Theorem 21 (Turyn) Suppose there IS a Welch type OD of order 4s con-
strocted of six/een circulant (or type 1) s x s blocks. Further suppose there are 
T-matrices of ordert. Then there IS an OD(4st;st,st,st,st). 
Proof: Since the Welch type OD, W, is constructed of sixteen circulant (or 
type 1) blocks, we may write the OD as (N;}). i,j:::: 1,2,3,4, where each N;} 
is circulant (or type 1). 
Since Hr~vT :::: s(a2 + b2 + c2 t d2)14' where a, b, c, d are the commuting 
variables, we have 
I::::J, i::::l,2,3,4 
i of- j. 
Suppose the T-matrices are TJ, T2,T3, T4. Then form the matrices 
A TJ X Nll tT2 X N21 tT3 X N3! tT4 X N41 
B Tl X N12 + T2 x .""22 + T3 X N32 + T4 X N42 
C = Tl X N 13 +T2 X N23 +T3 X l\'33+T4 X N 43 
D Tl X N 14 +T2 X N 24 +T3 X N34+T4 X N4.4 
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Now 
AAT + BET + GeT + DDT;:;:: 8i(0.2 + b2 + c2 + d2)I", 
and since A,B,C,D are type 1, they can be used in the \\'allis-\\'hiteman 
generalization of the Goethals-Seidel array to obtain the desired result. 
Since the CD of order 20 given by Welch is constructed of sixteen circulant 
blocks, we have: 
Corollary 22 Suppose there are T-rnotrices of ordert. 
Then there is OD(20tj 5t, 5t, 5t, 5f) and an a D(36t; 9/, 9t, 9t. 91). 
As we have seen, Baumert and Hall's array of order 3, discovered to ob-
tain the Hadamard matrix of order 156, has led to one of the most powerful 
constructions for Hadamard matrices. 
In fact, to prove the Hadamard conjecture it would be sufficient to prove: 
Conjecture 23 There e:l:ists OD( 4t; t, t, t, t) for every positzre !1!teger t. 
3 On Yang's theorems on T-sequences. 
Let Z be the rational integer ring and x,y independent variables, R :::Z[x,y] 
denotes the polynomial ring in x, y. Furthermore we consider the residue clas~ 
ring n = RI(xy - 1)R. We have n :::Z[x, X-I]. 
Let U ::: (ua, ... , u",-d be a sequence of length n such that u, EZ Define 
the polynomial U(x) in n associated with a sequence U = (Ul,' ., un) 
"-, 
U(T)::: L.: UiX". 
;",0 
for the reverse U' :::; (un -1, Un -2, .. , uo) of a sequence U = (uo, ... , U,,_l), the 
wrresponding polynomial is 
n-1 "'-I 
U'(x)::: L.: u,xn- 1-, = xn- 1 L u,x- i = xn- IU(X- 1). 
For a sequence U. We note thal the non-periodic auto-corrf'lation function 
of the reverse U' is the same as that of a sequence U: Nu(J) :::; Su.(j). 
'>ow Yang [29], [30]' [31] found that base sequences can be mlllliplied by 
3,7.13 and 2° 10"26<, a, b, c 2: ° so we call these integers Yang numLers, If y i5 a 
Yang number and there are base sequences of lengths m + p, m + p, m, m then 
there are 4 complementary T-sequences of length y(2m + pl. This is of most 
interest when 2m + p is odd. 
We reprove and re~tate Yang's theorems from [30] to illustrate why they 
lI'ork. 
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Multiplying by 2g + 1 where 9 is the length of a 
Golay sequence 
TheoreIll 24 (Yang 13oi) Let A, E, C, D be base sequences of length m + p, 
m+p, m, m, p: odd and F = (J~) and G = (01) be Golay sequences of/ength 8. 
Then the following Q, R, S, T become 4-complementarll sequences (namtly, the 
sum of fIon-periodic auto_correlation functions is 0). 
Q = (AI.! COl; 0, OiAI._I, CO2; 0, 0; ... ; All, Cg,; 0, 0; -B- ,0) 
R (Ef" Dy,; 0, 0; BI._1I Dg,_I; 0, 0; ... ; Bft, D9li 0, OjA·, 0) 
S (0, D;Ag" -Gil; 0, 0; Ag,_I, -Chi .. . ; 0, OJ AYI> -CI.; 0, -DO) 
T (0,0; Bgl, -Db; 0, 0; B92, -Df2; .. . j 0, OJ Bg" -Df,; 0, CO) 
Furthermore if we define sequences 
X=(Q+R)/2, Y=(Q-R)/2, V=(S+T)/2, W=(S-T)/2, 
then these sequences become T-sequences of leng-th 1(28 + 1), t = 2m + p. 
P f L t A() ",m+p-I i B() ",m+p-lb ; C() ",m+p-I i roo: e z = L....;",O aiz, x = L....;",o iX, x = L....i::oO CiX , 
D(x) = L;:tP- 1 dix i be the corresponding polynomials associated with base 
sequences A = (ai), B = (bi), C = (eil, D = (d;). 
Let F(x) and G(x) be the corresponding polynomials associated with Golay 
sequences F = (/;) and G = (gi): 
.-, .-, 
F(x) = L:li+1x', G(x) = 2: g;+1 x' . 
We define the polynomials I(x) and g(x) by using F(x) and G(x), 
.-, 
J(x) = F(X21 ) = L:fi+l:.:2f" 
;:::0 
.-, 
g(:.:) G(:.:21) = L9;+1:.:2t •. 
• =0 
Thus we have 
.-, 
r(x) E li+I:.: 21(,-1-;) = X 2t(,-I) J(Z-I), 
,,,,0 
.-, 
gO(x) = Lgi+IX21(.-I-i) = Z21('-1)g(Z-I). 
,=0 
Now we define the polynomials 
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R(x) = B(x)j*(1') + D(x)g*(x)xM + A'(X)X2'1, 
S(X) ::;; A(x)g' (x)xl - C(1')f(X)XM+1 - D' (X)X 2,HM, 
T(x) B(x)g(1')xt _ D(x)f(x)xm +t + C*(X)X 2• t+M , 
where M::;; m+p. 
For convenience sake, we shaH use the same A to represent A(x). A-I stands 
for A(x-1 ). 
QQ-' 
(Aj* + CgrM _ B" X 2' 1)(A- 1 r-' + C- I g-I 1'- M 
_B·- 1 x- 2• t ), 
AA-Ij*j*-' +AC-lj*g-l x -M _AW-
1 j*1'- 2• 1 
+CA- 1gr-' 1'M + CC- 1gg- 1 
-CB' gX·\f _2.1 _ B" A -I r-' X2• 1 
_B"C- 1g- 11' 2'I-M +B*B'-', 
RR- 1 
(Bj* + Dg*zM + A*X2' 1)(B- 1 1"-1 + D- 1g*-l z -M 
+A·- 1 x- 2") 
BB- 1 I" j*-' + BD- 1 j"g._1 x-U + BA'-' j*x-~-" 
+DB-1g' r-' x M + DD- 1g"g'-' 
+DA'-' g"X M - 2,1 + A" B- 1 r-' X 2'1 
+A' D-1g'-' X2•I - M + A· A·-I, 
5'(X)5(X-I) 85- 1 
(Ag" - C /x M + D' x(2,-I)I+.\1 )xl(A-1g o -' _ C- I j-l x-·\f 
-D'-' 1'-(2.-1)I-M)1'-1 
AA -l g• g'-' _ AC- I g' f-1;;-M _ AD'-' g'1'-(2.-1)1-_ll 
_CA- 1g*-'jx M +CC- 1ff- 1 
-C D'-' j x-(2'- 1)1 
+D' A- l gO-' z(2.-1)t+M _ D*C- 1 j- 1X(2.-I)1 + D' D'-', 
TT- ' 
(Bg - DjrU +C'X(2.-1jl+M (B- 1g- 1 _ D- I r1z-M 
+C·- 1 x-(2.-1)j-M) 
BB- 1gg- 1 _ BD- I j-Igx-M + BC'-' gx-(2.-I)I-.\[ 
_DB- 1 Ig- 11''''' + DD-1 11-1 _ DC'-' Iz-(2.-1)1 
+C· B- 1g- 1 1'(2,-I)I+M _ C· D- 1 j-I 1'(2.-1)1 + C· C·- 1 
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Hence we have 
QQ-I + RR-1 + 55- I + TT-1 
= AA- 1 r r- I + CC-lgg- 1 + B* B·-' + BB- 1 r r- ' + DD-1g*g.-' 
+A*Ao- ' +AA-1g*gO-' 
+CC- 1 f1- 1 + D' D·-I + BB- 1gg- 1 + DD- 1 ff- 1 
+C·C·- I 
= AA -I (f" r- I + g* g.-I) + BB-1U· r-' + gg-l) + CC-1U rl + gg-l) 
+DD-1Ur1 + g'gO-I) 
_, _I _I _I 
+A·A· +BoB' +C"C' +D*D" 
(AA- 1 + BB- 1 + CC- 1 +DD-1)ur l + gg-I) +AA-1 + BB-1 
+CC- 1 +DD- 1 
(AA- 1 + Bll- 1 + CC- 1 + DD-1)(f r l + gg-I + 1) 
= 21(25 + 1). 
If we define 
then we have 
-'(x) = (Q(x) + R(xll/2, 
Y(x) = (Q(x) - R(x))/2, 
V(x) (8(x) + T(xll/2, 
W(x) (5(x) - T(xll/2, 
X(x)X(r- 1) + Y(x)Y(x- l ) + V(x)V(x-l) + W(x)W(x- 1 ) 
1 
,{(Q + R)(Q-' + W') + (Q - R)(Q-' - W') 
+ (S+T)(S-I+T- 1 )+(S_T)(5- 1 _T- 1)} 
1 
2(QQ-l + RR- 1 + 55-1 +TT- 1) 
t(25 + 1), 
and the corresponding sequences for X (x), Y( x), Z(x), W( x) are disjoint. 0 
Note: The interest.ing case for Yang's theorem is for base sequences of 
lengths m + p, m + p, m, m where p is odd for then Yang's theorem produces 
T-sequences of odd length 3(2m + pl. 
Restatement 25 (Yang) Suppose E, F, G, H are base sequences of lengths 
m+p,m+p,m,m. DeJineA= t(E+F),B= t(E-F),C= t (G+H) and 
D = t (G - F) to be suitablE (pairwise disjoint) sequences. Then the fol/owing 
sequences are disjoint T-sequences of length 3(2m + p); 
X A C , 0 0" , n- O' 
Y B D; 0 0" , -A' 0' 
Z = 0 0'; A -C; 0 D' 
IV 0 0': B -D; 0 -C' 
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"d 
X B" 0" , A C' , 0 0' 
y _Ao 0" , B D' , 0 0' 
Z 0 DO, , 0 0" , A -C 
W 0 -C~; 0 0" , B -D 
where 0 and 0' are the zero sequences of lengths m + p and m respectively. 
Multiplying by 7 and 13 
The next two theorems can be used recursively but as the sequences produced 
are of equal lengths the next recursive use of the theorems gives sequences of 
(equal) even length. 
Theorem 26 (Yang) Let (E, F, G, H) be the base sequences of length 2m+v = 
t (TBS(t». Define the suitable sequences A = l (E + F), B = ! (E - F), 
c= t(G+H),andD= t(G-H)o/lengthsm+p,m+p,mandm. Then 
the following X, Y,Z, Ware -I-disjoint T-sequences of length 71 (RD(7t)): 
x (A,C; 0,0; A,Dj 0,0; A,G; 0,0; 11',0), 
y (B,D; 0,0; B,C; 0,0; B,D; 0,0; A',O), 
Z (0,0; A,G; 0,0; fJ,o; 0,0; A,G; 0, [JI), 
w ~ (0,0; B,D; 0,0; A,D; 0,0; B,D; O,G'). 
(in Yang's paper on the Lagrange identity lor polynomial'l and a-codes of length 
7t and 13t {91}}. 
Theorem 27 (Yang) Let (A, B, C, D) be the base sequences of length 2m+p:::: 
t (TBS(t)). Define the suitable sequences A = t (E + F), B = t (E - F), 
C:::: ! (G+H), and D:::: ! (G - H) of lengths m+ p, m + p,rn and m. Then 
the following X, Y,Z, Ware 4-disjoint T-sequences of length 13t (RD(13t». 
Q = (A,D'; A,C; A,D'; A,C; A,D'; A,G; O,C; 
0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0), 
R~ (B,G'; B,D; B,G'; B,D; B,C'; B,D; O,D; 
0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0), 
S (0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0; A,O; 
A,C; B',C; A,C; B',G; A,G; B',G), 
T~ (0, 0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0; B,O; 
B,D; A',D; B,D; A',D; B,D; A', D). 
(in Yang's paper on the Lagrange identity for polynomials and a-codes of 
length 7t and 13t [31]). 
Yang shows how to multiply by 11. The sequences obtained are not disjoint 
and so cannot be used in another iteration. 
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Them-ern 28 (Yang) Let (E, F,G, H) be the base sequences o/Iength 2m+p = 
t (TBS(t)). Define the suilable sequences A = ; (E + F), B = t (E - F), 
G= t(G+H),andD= t(G-H) o/lengthsm+p,m+p,m andm. Then 
the following (Q, R,S, T) are -I complementary sequences 0/ length llt. 
Q (A,G; A,G; iJl,e; A,G; O,D; 
R A,D' ; 
5 (0,0; 0,0; 


















0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0), 
0,0; 0,0; 0,0; 0,0), 
B,D; B,G'; B,D; B,D), 
B,D; B,D; A',D; B, D), 
However Theorem 28 becomes less important when the next result is known. 
4 T -sequences and T -matrices of length up to 
200 
From Table 2 and Golay sequences we can construct 4-disjoint T-sequences for 
all lengths up to 33, and also for 51 and 59. These are given in Table 3 with 
the corresponding decomposition into squares. 
\Ve now give an example showing how to use Yang's theorem to find se-
quences 3(2m + p) and how the reslllts can be clearly inequivalent as they 
correspond to different decompositions of 3(2m + p) into four squares. 






;'{ott) that A and B are disjoint and C and D are disjoint. 
Suppose we want to use these in Yang's construction to multiply by 3 finding 
sequences of length 9. The const.ruction gives the T-sequences 
X AC;OO.B"O 
y B D; 00; -A· ° 
Z 00 .'1-C; OD· 
W 00: B- D; O-C· 






° 0 o 0 0 
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() 0 0 () () (-1-1-\ () () () () () () I I I-I () () () () () () 
"\-1-{)0000001000000000100000 
'000 I-I 0 0 0 0 0 00001"0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 
'00 I 0000000 I I ] 1"000 (; 0 0 I 1 1-10 
l~:n .." 
cr.o I '\ 0 lill 0 lill () I OOO{)O 0000 0(10 
'0 ] 0 [ 0 ]"0 I 0 \ Uo '0 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I-I VI 1-1"\ I 1 1 I 0 
0011111-1-101-0000000000'1100000001 ti~ 
nO 101 1-\ 1-0 I 0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 a I 0 0 0 0101-
1"0 \-00000 1'0 1-010'01 000001-0 1-0 ]-[ 10000000 
'000 \"1-\ 60 (01-000 '000000 ]"0000000 I 0 101"11 
1<0 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 001 
'VI I I-I 1-\ I I \-ltO '000000 0000 I-I I ] I I I 1"1"1 0 
0101"0 I 0 ["00 0000000 0 0'000000000000000000 I 
'\"0 I 0 1 0 I 0 I 0000000000'00000 0000 11"\ I-I"III( 0 
01-11-001-1]1000000000']"000 II 0000000000000 
0000000000000010000'00000000001111-0111-\ 
01"0 I] 10] 1-0 00 00 000 'I 0 I 000 I 0000000000 
00000000000 I 1-1-100 '0 0 a 0 0 a a 0 0 I ] 0000 I 1-
11-1-]-1]"]1000000000 '0000000000 0000 000 
00 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 I '000000 a 0 I-I I I I I-I 10 
101-00 I 0 00000000 '0 ]"0 1"1 0] 10000000 
00000000 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 '0 0 0 0 0 0 0 001 I I-I 10 
O! \-0 I-II 000000'] OO! 000000000 
00000000 I 00 I 0 '0 000000 I 0 II 0 1-
0000000000000'\"[-11"110000000 
'000 0000 I 0 1-0 I I '000000 I 010 100 
00000000000'10000000000 
'0 \"1 \ a I 0 I 000 '0 0 0 0 I 0 10\"1"1 
000000000'100000000'0 II-II 0000'00000 I-III 
1-10000000 '00 [-0 I 0000 'DO 0 1-00 I 00 '00 000 I 0 II 
] 000000 '0 I 00000'000 (000"00 10 111-
00000 '] 0 000 '0 ( \-00 '000 \1 
ODO'IOO'OIO'OOl 
,~"u,:m"'S 
.l: + ,> " 
.r+,£+~£ a 
1:1 +1:1 +/£+1:t a 
1: 1 + 1:1 +,~ LZ 
1:1 +1:Z +1:<::+,t " 
.£ + It' " 
.< " .< " 
1:1 +,Z+,£+,£ " 






,I +1:v " 
1:1 +,I+,Z+,£ " 
,I +,Z +,Z +,Z n 
,'I: +;:£ EI 
,I + 1:1 +;:£ II 
1:1 +,(;+,'1: , 
,( , 
,I +.1 +;:1 +;:Z , 
,I + 1:'1: , 
1:1 + rl + ,I , 
~n SJ"""'S ~l u"1 
I"'" • Sum of S uares 
I '" 








1 +32 + 11 
" 4
2 +32 +32 +12 
" 6' + )2 " 5
2 +22+22+22 
" 4"+4'+22+12 39 61 .,.]2+ 1'+ 1" 
JO 52 +32 -'-2'+1' 
" 6
2 +21+ \z 
" 62+22+ \1 




" 5:!+42+ 12+ e " 5'+3
1 +32 
" 4
1 +32 +31 +32 
" 6
2 ~ 32 
" 16'''''''' " 
S ence, 
1-10011001-10011000000000000000, 
000000000000000·\·1 OJ I 00011 01-11. 
00·1100 II 00 J.J 000 00000000000000, 
00000000000000-100 I 00 11-1 00-1 000 
01 1 1 J·1 1 ).\.) 1 1 1·1 1-1 °15_ 
0 16 1010 I 0 I 0-1 0-ll1-1 0 1. 
016 0-101010-\01010-10, 
'''' T_m.trices ar. mo,,'1\, see lext 1100_1011_11100000000000101.10000000. 
00000000000-1-1 Olll 0 11-111 000 00000000, 
00000000000001-10-10000000000011.111. 
001_10_1000000000 00000000-1 00 11 000 0 I} 
Le, X. Y be Golay !.equences each of length 16 and row ,urn 4. 
The. sequences are X 0\7. 016 Y O. On 1, 011 
__ I 
0" 00-11 01 0,,1 H1l. II OO-IOII-lIIOwl 0·11 0005 
0u-1·1 00 1 0 11_111 Oil. 0()"11 0 I ()O()OOOl1 IJ.-I 00 II 0, 
110110001·; °1 1.1 01 01~,00-1 0011-1 00·11100 101°11• 
OuO.1 0·1 0 1 O(),\ 00 I 01 010.011 10-101 0.1-1 0·11 0 1 0\ 0-1 
~ I-I 105 I 10-1 1 ~ I 1-1 05, 0, I I Owl ~ I I 06 1·1, 
00-11-1 0, I~ 11-106 1100. -I-lOa 11 01-10) II Og-I 0000 
T-m.moe., aro leno,,"!\.,;eo lexl 
°'61001-1011010000000010010, 
0llll-) ()'1100 1 00 \ 0,·1 0·1·1 0 l. 
000-10 IJ.-)-I 0 11 0 1 0'4 1-1 0-111 000000. 
1 I·) 0-11 00-1 GO·I 014 1 00 I 0000000 00 
0010 I 01 O:!.J I 0-10 II 060 0 15 1 0 I 01 0'1-1-11-111, 
01,110-10 I 0-1-11·11 lOll. -I-I 0 1 0·\ O-}·Il·) 1 1013 10 I 0 1 0, 
Le, X. Y be Golay sequences each of length 10 lind rOW ''''''< 4 and 2. 
The 'equence, are 0 X 0l~ Y 0'0- 0Il X 0'0 -Yo 1 040< 0,) 
1-1-1 1 I 1 1 I 1-1-1 I 1-1 1-1 I I \-1 O2\, 
0;" I·J·l 1 1 1 1 1 1·1 1-1-1 I·) 1-1·1-1 1, 
Ow I 0000 000000 0 000000000. 041 
T_m.mcos arc lenown. sec lext, 
0 11 I 0 0·101 1000001000000000 I 1·1 1 I O. 
1101-10-100 II-Ill Owl 01 00·1 000000000. 
011 1 I 0 I-I 0-1 00-1-11.1.1 00000 0000 1 00000 1. 
: 0 0-1 00 1 0·1 1 0000 0 I 016 I 0 1·1 0-1·) 00000 0 0 
1
1
-1 0 \ 00-1 0 0 0 GOO 000 1 1 0 I-I 0·1 0 1 000 00 I 0Il. 
0101·1 O-t-I 000 0 000 0 0.1 00 I 0-1 0 11.1110,6. 
OOOOOOOOOII.1110,61101·1{)'10·IOOOOO-l. 
I 000000001 00000 I 0'7 I 00-10 101 I-I I 1 0 
--------~-.-
Table 3(conl): 4·disjoinl T'Sl'quences 
89 
""" SumofS uar .. 
" 5
2 +42 +22 
" 4
2 +42 +32 +22 
" 6
2 +32 +12+12 
" 5
2 +32 +32 +22 
" 7' 
" 6
2 +32 +22 
" 5
2 +42 +22+22 
" 4




2 +52 +12 
" 52+4Z+31+ IZ 
53 72 ... 22 
53 62 ... 42 +12 
53 6l ... 3l +22+22 
55 72 +2Z ... 12+ 12 
Se~e, 
1 ] 0 ]·1 0·] 0 0 1 1_] ) ] 0 16 1 0·1 0 0 ) 0000 000 0 O. 
0]5·]·10·] ] 0 ) 00\ ).\ ] 10000000001000001, 
00.10010.: I 00000 1 O~o·l 0.1 101] 00 0000 0, 
O]TI 00] 0.1·] 0 0 0 0 0·1 0000000001 I.] ] 1 0 
Owl·] 0·] ] ()] 0 1 00000) 0000000001 \·1 1 10, 
110 ].] 0·1 0 I 00000 1 O]S 1 0·] 00 1 000000000, 
00·\ 00 1 0.] 011.]11 0 17,\ 0·1\ 0 110000000, 
0171 ~O.) 0] 0 1]·)11 00 0 0 0 0000·1 00 000·1 
I·]·] 0 0·\ \·1 O! ]·1·) 00.1.1°24. 
000.]1000·]·1·11)11) 0001.1 001 01" 
Cu·1 0 1 0 000 ).] 1 ] 1 0000] 0.] 0 O. 
024 1 ] 0·) 0.] ) \·1 00000·1 J.l·I 0.1·] 1 
.\.) 10 \ 0 \ 0, ) )_10 Q I 0, \ )·1 0 1 0 ) 0000(00) 00000 O. 
000] 0] Ou-)'] 0·) 01(1-1 0 1 0 0 0000000·] 1100 O. 
~ 11·1 0·)0·1 Ow 1·1 0-) 0000000])·) 0 I 0] 00000.] O. °10.10.1000000001 ]·100.] °1:,\ 0 1 0000010 ] 
010 1 01 °1 ]1.1 00 1 00000000000) 0·\00000) 01. 
.1.11010]0-,11.]00.1°1 11.10) 0) 0,·1 000000, 
000--10·\ 0 11 1·1 0--] Oi~ 1 0·1 000 000 000·])\ 0 00, 
000000011·10.10·] 0w·1.] 0·\ 0-, II·] 0 1 0] 000 00 1 O. 
·\·]]0) 01 0, 11·1 00) O~ 11·1 0] 0] 0-,.] 000000. 
010 10.] Os 1]·) 00·1 0 000000 0000 \ 0 \ 0000 0 1 0 1. 
000.1 I) 1 ~l 1·\ 0--1 010 1 a \ I) 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0·\ 1 \ 000, 
~·1·] ] I) 1 0 1 010 1 101000000 D·]·) ) 0·) 0·] 0000010 
000] 0 lOll'] 10] OHl-\ 0 ) 0000000001 ].] 000, 
~.1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 10 ] 1 0 1 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0·\ 1 1 0_\ 0·1 00 0 0 0·1 0, 
0'0] 0] Os 1·\·] 0 0100000000 a 0 0] 0·] 00000101. 
·1110 101~ )·]·100·1 0.]·]·) 0] 0 1 0-,.] 000000 
01]111]'·1-]1)1·)·))·]·\ )]·11·11·11 ~,1 OjO 
Gul0] 010·1 0.\ 0) 0-1 0) D·) 0·, 0) 01 0.1. 
auO]O] 01 0-) 0.1 0\ 0.] 0) 0 1 0·) 0.\ D·) O. 
·1 1 0 ] ] I 0.) 000 1-)·] 1 O]~ 1 0 I 000 ) 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. 
0 19 ] 000] 0 1·\ \ 0000 1,00000000000.] 1 ,.] ~O, 
00·1000·10·]·] ] 0000 1 \ 0li·1 0] ] ) 0 1·1 0000000 0, 
0,,·110) 110·\ 000·111·\ 0 0000 000000·1·1 0000.] ] 
! 00000 000 111.)·\.)1_10" ].] 1 )·1 )] 100 a 00 0000. 
0 11 \\1.1 \ 1·1 1000000000000000001·]\ 1]·'·1·1. 
0]]\·1] \·11 0ll'] 00000 0 00. 
0)7100000000.1·\·11\1·)100000000000000000 
Lei X, Y be Golay sequenccs each of Irnglh 26 and row sums 6 a.~c 4 
The .equenc .. arc 0 X 0,,;, 0:!7 Y, I O~), Ojl 
011 ].] ] ) ) 0 ] 0 0 0.) 01] ].) ) ] I 0·) 00 0 ) 0000000,1 I ] 0, 
0]6] 0·)·] ] 0]7 ) 0] I·] 0000000-) 0001. 
.) ].].].] 0·1 000) Oil ).] ] ] ] 0-) 00010:] ) 000000000 l'. : 
~~--'~~~~~~-L_O_O_O_O_O~'_O_'_'_'_O_,_,._,_o_,_,_] ~:~~.o 0 0 O~~ __ ~~J 
Tab]e 3(cnn(): 4--di.o;joint T·sequenres 
90 
l" • Sum of S uaref; 
" 6
2 +32 +32 +12 




2 +42+22+ 12 
" 5
2 +42 +42 
" 4
2 +42 +42 +32 
59 72 +32 +12 
59 52 +52+32 
59 52 +42 +32 +32 
61 72 +22+22+22 
61 62 + 52 
61 62 +42+ 32 
61 52+42 +42 +22 
" 7
2 +32 +22+12 
" 7
2 +32 +22+ \2 
" 62+ 52+ \2+]2 " 62 +52 +12+12 
63 62 +32 +32 +32 
" 5
2 +52 +32 +22 
010011·11_111 0lr' DO-I.l.ll-I!l On-l-l 0 I DODOll. 
-10 II 011 1 0-1·\ 0 11 II 00 I 000000. 
Oil! 00 11-11_111 012 1 00 111·11-1.} 00000000000. 
00000000000-1011011-1011 Ou 11-11-1 
1100-10 II-Ill 0U-l-! 00 I 0 II·] 11 Owl!}'l] 0000000. 
001·1 (1.1 OWl 1 0 IIlOO(lOOOOOOOOOOOOO 1 DO-I·] 00000, 
Dill I 00-1 0 11·111 Oil 1100-10·1-11-1-\ 00000 000000, 
0000000000000 ,., 0-1 011 1-1 0-1 0 0 00 0 0 0 {} 00 0-1·' '·1·1 I 
01111·I·l1.111()101010.1D,;z1~. I 
I O'1ri 0 1 0-1 () I Ow-\!.III-I.!.!-1 010. I 
0 19 I 0 10 1 0-1 0 I 0-1 010 0 I (1..1 0-1 0-1 0·1 
Ow 1111-1_11.11_1 0·1 0·1 (1..1 0 I 0100 I 0-1 0 I 0·1 0, .. "" 
see lext I 
0000 II 000_11.111 0-1111 OwI.11 00 1_1·\·1 0 00000000, 
111·100-11·1000001 !lzJ·IOOOll 0000000000000, I 
° 23.1-100011.1110.11110(1000000000000 I 0000, "I 
° 19 111-100-11-100(01).1°14 111.1011-11 
01111-1111I-II·l·lll-1·11111-ll·I-I·ll.ll~ 
02ll I 0 1 0 I 0·1 0 101 (1..\ 0-1 0·1 0] 0 I 0-1 0 I 0 I 0-1. 
I~I' 
028 0 I 0·1 0-1 0·1 0-1 0 I O·) 0 I 0-1 0 1 0 I 0 I 0 1 0-\ 0 




On-I 0000000·1-1_1 0 I 0000 I 0 \ ° 12 \ 0 1·11·1 0 I 0, 
~I·I 0 ]·]_11111 000·1 0 1-11·]1).1 ° 12 \ 0 I 0000 I 0·1 
,ee leU 
00·\ 0-11 00 I 011 1 0 I 0 1·1 0IZ I 0 II 00 I 0'0 I (1.1·1 0000, 
_1·\ 01 001.1°10 11 (l.\ (l.1 OI).l ~II (l.100 \-] ~o 101 (\. 
0)1 10 ]·1 0(l.1~.1·1 0 11).1 00·1 Oul 0 II 00 1!% I·] o. 
~ I 1 0·1 0 0-1 I ~11 0 I 0-1 I ~o I I (l.1 00 I·] !% 1 001 
~ 110 1 0·1 OOIOID(l.IOI.1 001 ~ II 010] 00.10,,·110, 
.].1 (l.1 0 100·1 ~ 110 I 0(l.11 ~o 11 0101 00-11\ 10·] ~ 
(10.10 I 0·1 \ 011 1 (l.1_1 001011 10·10·\ 1011 \ 0 I I 0 (I 0 O. 
OU 1 (l.1 0 I-I °10 ] 10 I 0 0 I·] 0 12 10-] (l.11 OJ (l.1 001 
\ 0·1 0 0 0·10 I 0 0 0-1 0 1 000 I ~ 1 0) ] 0,; 1 OlIO 1.. 
000 I 0 I 000-1 0·1 OOO·} 00 
OIOs-1 ~·I Os 11°4 1.1 0.110.1·100001 0,1 0, .\ 0,10 
0001 O-I~.I DIllJ-I 010.11 0.-11 0,11 0.·1l... 
000-10·1000-10·1000 I 0 1llJ. 
0000-10,; I 0) I 0000·1 Os I 0s·1 OJ] 06 \ OJ 1 OJ·1 000 I 
Table 3(collt): 4-dISJoillt T-~quen(f$ 
91 
-
""" Sum of S "ares " uence, 
" 81- + ]1- 0;,1 I 1 1 1·1-1 1 1-11-1 1 1_1_1 I I I 1 1-1-\ \-1 1-\ I-I-lIt. 0;110". I I I I 1-1-1 11-\ 1_1 1 ]·]·)·]·\·1-1-1 1 1_1 1_1 1_1 I 1-1-10,),001 
" 72 + 4' 0" 1-1 000·1 1.1-1 00 1 1 1 0 I-I I I 00 1 1 1 0·\ I 1 1 0 0 1-1-1. 10011_10000·]OOII·j 0000-1 0011101\1' 
0-11000 ].] 11 0 1.1 000 1-1-1-1 0 )·1 00 0-1 I 1 1000-1-10:30. 
" 6
2 +52 +2l 
0",.1000010000-11000-1 OOO()'ll 000] 0000-11 000 
0'610010100101710010-100-100000000 I 0 I I 0-1, 
000100 )01 00 I 0,,-1 00-1 01 00 1 0" ].) 0·] 110,_ 




.\.] 00011 0 I-Ill 000 110_1111000_1_10 I_I 000-11 0,,,, 
00-\_1100100001_11001 (JOOO 1-1100--1 °11. 
0;0-1_10001101_1100_11_]·10.11100_11110_111001_1. 
8'+ 1'+ 1'+ I' 
0l,1 0000_1 000 I I 0000 I 000 I] 000 0·1 0 00 I I 00 
" T -m.<rico, arc known. oe. to" " 7'+4'+ 11-+ I' " 7'+31-+31-" 5'+5'+4'+1' "' 8'+2'+ l' 000 I-I 0 0 11 0 0 ].) 0 J J I 0 1·11 0-1 0,.. I 100-1 100 I ]·1 On, OD-l1 1001·1001 1 00-1000 I 00010" 1 0·1 1·10·1-1·10 I. 
1-1_1 DO.] 100·1·100-10001000 I ~ I 00 I I 00·11 0". 
7'+4'+2' 
~6 1-1 001] 0 0 11 0·1-1·] 0.1 1-10 I Oll·1 000·1000 I 0 
" 000 I_I 0 0 11 0 0 1-1 0 1 1 I 01-1 I 0·\ °24.1.1 001·100-1-1 1011. .] \1001-1001100·1000 I 000 I ~11 00 II 00_1 1°1" 
Ou 1-1 00 I 100) I 0·\·1·\ 0·11-1 0 I 0 13-1000-1000 I O. 
" 6'+4'+4'+ I' 
On.IIIOO].1 00 II 00 I 000-1 000-] 0,,-1 0 1-11 0 111 0-1 
o I I 111-1-11-\ I_I 10 I 0_1 0 1 0-1 0 I 0)4 ] On. 
~ 11 1 \ \·1·11-\ \-1-10-10 I 0-1 0 1 0·1 0,,1 0 \ 0·1 0 1 0 1 O. 
~_I ° 1, \ 0 1 0-\ 0 \ 0 \ °'11 0-1 0 1 0·1 0 I 0 1, 
6'+52 +2'+2' 
10" I 0 \ O-! 0 1 O! 0.., I-I I-I 1 1_1_\_1·]·] 0Ll 
" IO,,\0!0-IO\0-IOI0:>;l-ll-11.I.lI11110:l. o I I I I 1-1-1 1·1 ]·1 0 1 0 I 0·1 0 1 0 1 Owl 0LL' 
On lOw] 0_1 0 I 0·1 0 1 0-1 0'31 0 I 0-1 0 I 0 I O. 
~-1.1_1.1.1II.11_11 0101 Q.IOI 01 0,,] 0_1 0 10_1 01 01 
" No' known for OIly decomposition into squ.,es. " No[ kno"" for..,y decomposition into square,. " 8
2 +3'+1"+1' °'61 1001-1 1-1 I 0·] 0 I 1 01'] 1001-11 1-1 0 I 0-1-1 0'0 1 0 1 00, 
o I 1001.1 ).\ 1 IJ-I 0 I 1 016'1-1 0 0-1 1-1-1 10-10 I 10" I 100-10.,. 
i 
·100 II 00000 1 0 1 On 1 00_1·1 00000 I 0 I 0,,-) \.] 00·1-1 01. 
7'+52 +1 2 
Owl 00 11 000001 0 \ 0 17-1 00 1 1000 DO-I o_i 0'0-]·1 0 1 D·] I 
" 0[61100 I-II 00 1 0 1 0°,111 00 1·1 I 0 0·1 0-1 0<0'1] 0·1 0 1·1. 01100 I-II 00 I 0 I 0,,-1-1 00_1 1·1 00 I 0 I O~ 11 00·1 0." 
100-1-10001-10 I 0_1_1 0,,-1 00 11000 \-1 0 I Q.I-I 0'll-11 00 I] OS. 
7'+42+31+ 12 
01) I 00·1·1 0001-1 0 1 0-1-1 0,) 1 00_1_1 000_1 I 0_1 0) I 0'0 I 0 1 00 
'" 0101·1 10-1-110 I 101000 I l 000 I O~-I 0001 Q Q 0-1 () 10,)., -1010;-]~ 1001 011-1 00 1-J-I O_IO~ 1 10 1·1·10 1·1] 01 0". 
Ou-I 0·11·10 I I·] 0·1·1 0 I 0 00 I I 000 1 0..-] 0-1-11 00-111 0 1. 
~-I 0 I Ol-I 000 1 00-1 0-1-1 1 0 0·1 I I 0 1 0" I 000 I I 000 ] 0 
---_._-_. 
Tabll> J(eont): 4.dl..joinl T·,;.quence,; 
92 
i 
Sum of S uares 
52 +5 ' + 5' 011001·1 100 I 0 1 0".1.1 DO-I 1·1 00 I 0 I 0", I 100·10.,. 
100-1·1000·11 0-10110w1 0011 000-110·10110:, 1.1100110,. 
0\6 1 1 00 1·1 I 0 0 1 0 1 0" 1 1 0 a 1·1 I a 0·1 0-1 0: .. 1·1 a 1 0-1 1. 
0i) 1 00·1·\ 000·11 0·1 0 11 0,) 1 00·1·1 000 1·1 a 1 0·1·1 O\~ 1 a 1 00 
5' +5
2 +42 +3' 111\·11·\·111·1·\ a 111000000-111 ~·10,... 
0,,\ 000 11·)1·\ \ 0ll·I·] 1 1·1·11·1 1111 Oil. 
Oz,;.1·1·1-11-111-1-111 0 111000000-1110'61-11-11] 000. 
0)7 1 000-1·] I_I 1·\ 0
" 
11-1 000000 111 
82 + 3' + 2' 0" 1·1 1 1 1 0-1 0 0 0 1 0" 1·\ 000 1 0" 1-1 I I 1 0 1 000-1 0.,-1 1 1 O. 
-1 1-1-1-101000-1010 1·1 I I 100-1-110" I-I II 1010,.10'1 1 OlD, 
01~-1 011.1011 1.1111001 1-10,,-1 0-1·110000000·10001. 
00000 I O-J-l1 0,,-1-1 000 1 O,~-I 0-1-11 0'3111-11 00000 
6' + 5' +42 01L 1_111 100 11.10".\ 0 I I_I 0" 1-1 1 I 100_1_110.,.1000 I. 
DOOOO-l-1 000 1 0'61 0 11·1 0,,1.1 000 1 0 11 111-11 00000. 
0,,11000-10111-111101000-10\61-100010,1-1-10. 
1·111 10011_10,,·1 1-1_1_1 a 1 0,-\ 011"11.1-1.1 001 1-10,,1010 
6l + 61 + 2l + l' -1-1001011.1 1 10" 1 1 00-1011 1 ! 0 ()"1 0 11·1 II 0,,-1 0-1 10-;. 
00·1 I 0 1 Ot! ).\ 0-; I 1-1 ] 1 0.1 1-1 0-1 017 1 0 0·1-10000 O. 
0u-i.1 0 0 1 0 1 1·\ i 1 0'.1-1 101 ) \·1 11 Ou-l-I 0 0 I 0·1·\ \·1·1 Oll' 
01)"11 0] 01~11 00_1 O:!-Il 01 0)\11-111 
6' +4' +4'-1- 3
2 0·] 00.1.1.11.111012 100 \ 101, I 0011·1 I-II 1 0'l·I.1 0 1 0). 
10-\·\ OwlO 11 00 ].11_1_1 Owl 0 11 011 11 00 \ 0000 00. 
1°.,] 00 111-11.1.1011 10.1.1001.11-1-10" 1 00 11-11.1110". 
,0,,-1 011 Ol~ 100\1 016-10 11°13 \1-1].\ 
I Not known for any duornp;:mnan iru" squares. 
91 0.1-1.1111-11010 1 I 1·1 0" I 1 1·1 01• II 1·1 1 1·1 I 0'1 1 0000, 
-\ 0171 0000 11·\1 0... 1 0000-\·\1·1 0...1 0\11.\.1.1 00000. 
0\011 J_l_1·1 1-1 09-J 0,-1-11-\ 0... I 0,-1-1 \-1 010 1 I 1-1 1 1-\ I 0.... 
0... 1 010"1.1.1 1 0" 1 1 1·\ 0 11 1 0'3-1 1-\-1 
8' + 4' + I' 0" 1 1 1 1·1·1·\ 1 1 1·1 I 1 \-1 1 I_I 1_\_1 I·\.. 
1\·111.1111_1111·\·\_1_1. 
\111-1-1-1111-1111-111-11-11·11-1-1.. 
\-\·11-1-1-\1-1·1·111 1 I 0.1, 
040 1 0 .... 0" 
8' + 31 + 22 .. 21 -1 0. \ 1·1 1 09 1 0 •. 1.1 1·1 0. 1 0, 1 1-\ 1 l\ I 0, 1 1-1 1 0...-1 1 1 1 0,. 
0-1_1_110" 1 1 1-10\41 I \-1 0,. I 1 1-10,,-1000 O. 
010 1 1 1-1 0,.-1.\.1 1 OJ< 1 I 1·1 O. I 1 1·1000000000_1 1-\-1. 
Oy-l0, 1 \-1 1 0...-1 O. 1 1-\ ] 0... 1 0, 11·1 I 0...-1 0000-\-\ 1_1 l\ 
71 + 4' + 4' 00_10_1 1001 On \ 0 1 0--1 1 Olll 0 I 0 1·1.. 
Dill 0 II 00 J 010 1 0·1-1 0000, 
-1-101001-1 D'G 110--10_100_10...110.1.. 
010010.1 10·1001-\ 010 1 0 1 0 .. 
011 1 0 1_1 00-10... I 1 0_\ 0-1 0 0-\ 0....1.1 a L_ 
i 0·10 O_t 011 101 \ 0010 a 0 0 0 0 1·\ O. 
i 0, 1 1 0·] 00-\ 10.,10 \ 0-11 0,:-1 0-1 0-11.. i 0 10 I 10-1001·\ 00000 0\ 001 
Table 3((001): 4-d<sjoinl T·sequences 
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"". Sum of S uare. S -, 
" 6
2+61 +32 ~ III.] 00 ,., ~Q·I·l.ll 00 1-1 0.0 Ill-l 00 1·\ 010 1 II-I.. 
00·110000001001. 
013110010]11 100 I °13,11 001 0 11 1.\ OlJ..! 000000 \., O • 
. \_'.1100-110," 111.\ 00-11 0 10 111.\ 00 \.\ 0 10 1 II-I... 
00-11010-100000000. 
62 +52 +42+22 
OOOO-I-} 00.1011 11 OOIOIl 1-100-1013 I-I GO-l 010-111104 
" 1 OJ3 1 0 I ().! 0-1 0-1 I) 1 ()"I Ov I-I 1-1 I 1-\-\ I 1 I 1 10j,. a 1 I I I I-I-l I 1-\ 1-\ I I) 1 II] 0-1 I) I 0-1 0·) Owl On. I Ov I Owl 0-1 I) 1 I)] I) I 0-1 0 I Owl 0-\ 0 I 0·) 0 1 0 1 0, 0 21 I I 1 I 1_1_1 I ,.\ \., 1 0-1 0·1 0 I 0-\ 0 l.. 
Olo.sllJ..l0101010-1lJ..\ I " Not known for any decompo,;tion into <quar ... OS 92 + 22 I 1 Os-\-I 0 I-lOs I 1 Os 1 1 0-1 lOs-I-I 0-1 L 
CL; I I Os 1 10 1-\ ~ 1 lOs 1 (l 0 0 0, 
001 \-1 ~-l ~ 1 I-I ~ 1 ~.1 ~ 1·11 'h 1 ~ \.\ 1000000.].\ 0 0, 
0.,-1-11 Os 11 0-\ I ~.1.1 I Os-I-l 0 I-I OS·I-L 
0-\ I 'h 1-11 0.11 1 0 \-1 'h ,., lOs. 
82+42+22+ \l 
00000-\·\ 0,0 I ~_I_I 0]0"1 0~-1 0, II O,t 1 ~ \ 10000001_1 
OS 001 Orlllo,l (\ 1-1-10,·1-1·10,1 (\111 ~ 1 Os 1·1 00, 
I-I D-I-l 0s·1 1 01 I-I 0-\·1 Os 1·1 0s·1 \ 01 1·1.. 
OliOs 1·1Oa 1·10 1 lOs 1 0000, 
Os·1 1 I) I 1 0.,-1 I I ~.I 101 10, 1-1-1 0, 1 1 I.. 
OS J·I 0 1 1 O-;.-l-\.I ~ 1·1 0 1 lOs, 
72 + 62 
0, 1 0, 1·1 0'0 1 0-;.-11 01_1 10]0"10, 1·1 °'0.1 I) I) I) 0 0 1 \ 
OS 1101·1 (\-1-1 0 1·1 Os 1 \ 0 1·\ ~ 11 0-11 Os-I-I 0-11... 
Os110-110s 11 01-1 Os II 0-11 Os-I O~ 
001 (\-1 ~ \ ~ 11\·1 ~ I!\ 1 ~ 1 Osll 00, 
0)"1-10-11 Os \1 0-11 Oyl·1 0-11 (\-1-1 0 1-1 0s-I.l 0-11._ 
OS 72 +42 +42 +22 
05 1\ 0-11 Os I I 0 1·1 OS II 0·11 Os, 
0, I!\ 109 1(\-\ 0~-1 ~.\!\ 1 09·1000OQ.ll 
-1 101 I \ 0-1 0-1 10000 \ \ On \_\ 0-1-1·1 0 \ 0-1 l... 
000011011 101000 I °10, 
0]7-1101110-10-110000110]7.1101110.10 I-\.. 
0000-1-1 On-II 1·1 00. 
0,,] 000 I 0 I 00-111-1 0,., I 000 I 0 1 00 1-1-1 l. 
00000000000-1·\0000-11. 
00.] 000-1 0·1 00 1-1-\ 10., 1000 I 0 1 00 \-1·1 l.. 
" 6
2 +62 +32 +22 
Ow-I 0 I 1 \ 0 \·1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00\ 000101-1 100001 1 O,g-1 0 0 0-10-1.1 \ 00001 1.. 
011 10.1.1.\ 0·\1 Os. 
-110 III 0-\ 000.\ 11·1 O,g \·1 0·\-1-\ 0 \ 000-1 \1·1.. 
0'91010001°11)0 
O,g 100010 \.\ 100001 1019 I 000101 I-I 0000-\·1.. 
011 \-1-1 100. 
0,,-1 101 1 1 0·\ 000-\ \ 1-1 Owl 101 1 10-1000 \·\-1 1.. 
0 11 \100001-1 
Table 3(cont): 4-disjoint T -sequences 
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Sum of S tiar., 
I " 
S .""e, 
0w-1.101 1 0001 1 0 1-\ 1 \_1 001 1001·1001 1.. 
Op.11 00 1\ 001·1 00. 
029100.100.1-1100100000 1-1 00·1-1 00-1 1.. 
On 11 00-11 0011 00.11, 
01 10-1-\ 000-1-10·1 1·1 1·1 001 1 00 I-I 001 1.. 
0)2.100.11100100.101', 
.100100 I 1-\ 00-1000001-100·\-100.1 J _ 
° 3,1-11011000110-1.\°15 
0_1.10110001101.111.1001100 \-1 0011.. 
032-100.1 1 1 0 0 I 0 0·1 014. 
02~ I 0 0-100-\-1 100 \ 00000.1 100 I 1 00 \·1 __ 
1
° 17 1100.11001100.11, 
100.100-1-1100100000 \·1 00_1_\ 00.\ )_ 
° 1\ 1-11011 000\ 1 0_1·1 O\l. 
0)0_\.101 1 000 \ 10 \.] 1.\ 100-1-100-\ 10 0-1-\' 
0,,-1 \ 0 0 \1 0 01-100 
I 1 0 0 \ ]·1 0_1 1 \ 00 1 0 1 0 0 0·1 000 0 1 0 0 0-1.. 
019 \ 0.11 000,0001.10111• 
001.1000-\ 000·11 0-1 0·1·\·1 0 I-I}·) 0 \1 1 
03,\0011-10-11100110\4. 
029 1 1 0 0 1 1-\ 0.\ 1 1 00 \ 0_1 000 \ 000 0-1 0 0 0 L 
0\6-1-1.\ 0 1·11·1 0 111 0, 
03,-1 1 00010001-\ 0 1 0.1.\·1 0 1-\ 1·10 IlL 
1 °161000.100001000.\ 
1
029 100-100-\-11001000 \.\ 00 11 00 1-\ 00 1 L. 
0 17_110011001_100. 
I 
010-)'\ 0 \ 1 000 \1 0 \·1 100 \.\ 00-1-100-1 L. 
On 1 100-1 1001 100-1 1. 
0_1_10110001\ 0\-11 00-11 0011 00 1-1.. 
0,._100_11100\ 00_\ 014 . 
. 100 \ 00 11·100·\000 \.1 00 1100 \-1 00 1 L 
029-1 1·\ 0-1-\ 000-\-\ 0 I lOll 
NOl\rnOl<" for any docomp;>sllion in,o square •. 
000-100-1.101101016 100101001°11 1001-\ 0 II 0 1.. 
0,.1-10-111000000. 
I 1.\ 0-\ 100 I 0010,4-1.1 I 0 \-\ 0 1 0-\-1 0-1.. 
01l-1·11 0 1-\ 001 00 1 0,.1 001 09. 
0,6) 001 10·)·\ 0·1 01) 1 1-\ 0-1 1010.\.1 O-L. 
0 16 \ 00 \·1 0 \ 1 0 1 0,-1 00.) O. 
°13.1-1 1 0 1·1 00-100-1°11 1 00 I 0-\ 0 0-1. 
0'4-1-1 1 0 \-1 00 \ 001°1 10 I 10-1 
000-\ 101 00010100001 \ 0 1 000 I O-L 
00001 101000.\ 0 1 000000.1043. 
_11100101_1_\0_10_\1.1_10010\_1_101.. 
o 1 ].1-\ 00 1 0-1 1 1 0_1 0-\ 0, 1 0 I 041, 
1
0" \ 06.1 0-\ 00 11-1... 
a lOa 0 0 1 0 1 GO 1 1-\ 0 1 0000-101001 1-1 0-1 O. 
I 0'r1 \ 100001-\-10-10·\·\ 00010 I-I I 1 0 I_ 
\ 01_\0001011_\·\010\_1000.\0.1 
Table 3(contl: 4-disjoin! T·sequences 
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0 13 11-10-110-10110 1 016 1 001-1 0 11 01... 
Ou 11-1 0-11 0 \ o.J-] 0·] Oil 00 ]0, 
0161001 o.l 0 0-1014'1.1 1 0 ]-1 0 0-1 0 0-1017", 
100101001000000001011o.), 
] 1.\ 0.] 1 0.1 0 I I 0 1 0 11-1.1 1 0 I-I 0 0 I 00 l... 
0;.-1-1 101.10-\ 0 1 101 On-I 0 D.] O~, 
000_100_101001017 100110.]_10_]016 __ 
100101001015.1101-1.]000000 
01-10-1-1.1 10000 I 014"1 \ 0 I 1 \ 0-1 I I-I 0:5 --
.1 101 1 I I 00001 0,6100.106. 
_10010 •. 111_1014 1 Oo.] OOo.l DODO-lOll'" 
IDO.l OOOIJ.-] l1_J 014 111 01.10.,. 
014.110]11.10000-1 Owl 00 1 OOo.l 0000-1.. 
0 14-1101 11100001 (\1-1-11 O. 
0,)100.100001_]_11 OWl I 011\ 01-1_11_. 
0 1.100.10000.1\1-1°1 100001 
_1_1 1 0 ]-1 0.\ 0 1 1 0 1 013 1 1-10-1 1001 001.. 
0;, 1 1-1 D·] 1 0-\ 0 1 1 0 1 °'3-1 00-1 0.,. 
000.100.1010010,,100110-1-1 o.I0:6 .. · 
100101001011 1-10-111000000. 
016 1001 o.l 00-10" 1 1-10-1 j 00_100.1... 
10,,10010\0010 0 00000010110-1, 
0,).1.1] 0 1_] 0-1 0 1 I 0] 0 16 1 00 1·1 0 110 l... 
013-1-1 101-101 o.l-l 0-1 0, 1 0010 
0-\ 00·11 0.11011 00 111 Do.I0_1111_1 01 00 I 0» .. 
11001 Oo.IOO-\]O lOll' 
_10.11001 Qo.] Do.l-1 00o.11 0 I 00000-1 0 1\ 032'" 
\1001101.101_100_1 ° 16. 
011 I 00 I-I 0 1-1 Q.l-l 0 o.l-1 1 00_1 0-1 ] I 1-1 0 1 0 0 1. __ 
017 1 1 0_1 0000 0 1 0 1-1 O. 
0)1101-100.10010011000-110100000-1011 
0'7"100-101-1-1-1 101 00-1 
101111-111-1-1111-11-11010] 0 1 0-1 0-1 0-1 0 1 0"" I 0,5 , 
, -1016"10 I 0 1 Cl-l 0 I 0 1 0-1 0,1.11-11 1 1·1-1 I 1·1 I I 1 ; 0'0' 
0]2 III ]·111-1-1 1 1 1-1 \·1·1 o.l 0·10-10 L 
01 0 1 0-1 OJ] 1 0·1 0-1 0 1 0-1 0_1 0 I O. 




01111-11]-1-1 II j.1 \·10 10-10·10 \ 0-1 Ci-l 0 1 O",-~ Dll , 
0,,-1°'510101010-1 o.l 0-1 0 I 0'1"1 0 I 0 1 0-1 0 1 0: 0-1 O. 
0)11 I 1 1-1 11-1·1111-1 1-10-1010 I 0-101010·1.. 
O:~·I 0 1 0 I 0 1 0·1 0-\ 0-1 0-1 
01111-111-1-1 I 11.1 1·1 0·1 0 1 0 I 0_1 0 1 0 I 0_10., I 0'5, 
_1 O,~ 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0-1 0.] 0-1 0 1 OJ:-Il-11 1: 
_1_1 I 1-1 1 \ 1 1 0,6, 
On 1111_1 t 1_1·\ 1 1 1-11-] 0 1 0-1 0-1 0101 D_: 0 1.. 
017-10101010-] 0-1 0·1 0-1. 
Oli 1 0'51 0 101 0 1 0_1 0-1 0-1 01 0171 0 __ 
_ 10_1010_10_\ 010 
L -"-_____ _ 
Table 3(conl): 4-d~~joinl T·s~qu~nce_; 
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t Len til t Sum of S UMes S uenC05 
0\ \ 1 1·\ 1 \·1-\ \1\-11-11 0 1 0 \ 0 \ 0-\ 0-1 0_1 0 1 0..,-\ Oil' 
1
10'6 \ 0-1 0-\ 0 1 0_1 0_1 0 \ 012-1 \-1 1 11·1·1 i \.\ \ \1\ 0 16, 
Olll \ 1 \.\ 1 1-1-\ 1 1 1-\ \-1-1 0·1 0-1 0-1 0 1 0 1 0 \ 0-1 __ 
j 0,,-1010 I 0·101 0 \ 0·\ O. 
i 0 11 1 0]6'1 0 1 0 \ 0-1 0 I 0 1 0-1 017 1 0-1 0-\ 0-\ 0 \ 0 1 0 ] 0 ] 
109 10 \ 0 1 010-1.. 
019"\ O~ 1 0 1 01 01 0-1 0,91.\\-1-\1111 0000000000. 
Ow \ \1\-\-11-\ I 0] 0_1 0 I 0·1 O~, \ \ ] 1·1·] \·11 0·\ 0 \ O-\.. 
0\ 0" 10-10-10-\ 0.1. 
I 
01~ \ 09 1 0] 0101 0-\ 0 19 \ 000000000-10-\ 0-\ 0-\ 0 1... 
0u-1010.\010, 
I 
0-1-\-\-\ 1 1_11.10.10 \ 0-1 0 \ 021 1 1 I \-\-\ \-\ 1 0-1 0 1 O-L 
0\~91000000000 
0000 I \ 000-1 I-I I 1 0·1 1 I 1 013-1-1 000 1 1·1 1 L i 0-1 \ \ I 0..0 1-1 1001-\-\-109. 
1 \ \ \.\ 00-\1-1 00000 1 013.\-1-\1 001·\100000 L.. 
i Onl 00011 °1" 
! On 1 \ 000-1 1-\ I I 0-1 1 1 1 0 21 1 1 0 0 0-\-\ \-1-1 0_-, 
1\.\.\-\°:4-\0000. 1\ \ I 04 1-1 0 1 1 1 0·1 0 1·\ \ 019'1-1-1 0 a a 0-1 \ 0 IlL. 
1
0-\ 0 I-II Ol~ I 00·1\·\·\ 012. 
0001 I-II 00_1 000 I 0-1 025-1-11-1 001000 \ O-L.. 
I 
Onl \ 0 000 I 1 10q• 
O:~ 1\1 0000 \-1 0 \1\ 0-1 0 \.1 1°'911100001-\ 
0.\.\-\ 0 \ 0-1 I-lOll 1 0_1 000. 
I 0,-211-1 1 00·100010·1 OJj 1 I-I \ 0 0·1 000-\ 0 L.. 
I 
Oll 1·1 10-\ 0 I \ J 
92 + 42 ~ 12 + 12 , -1 \-1-1-1 0 0 1 ).\ Oil 1·1 1 \ \ 00 \ \-1 0]2 1·1 1 1 L_ 
! °1-1-\ \ 0 12 1·1 1 \ \ !h 1 \-1 On \ 0'0, 
lOLl 1_\ 1 1 \ 0)"1-\1 0'1-11-1-1-\ O2-1-11 0_ 2 1·\ 11 I.. 
I °1.1.1 1 0'2 \-\ 1 \ 1 00 \ 1-\ I), \ 0J·1, 
00000 \1 000_\ 0]6'1.1 0 00 1 0.,,-\ \ 000-].. 
°16_11000_10Il1\1.\100DOO. 
0]61 1000-10]6 \ \ 000-\ 0'6-\ L-
000-1016 1-\ 000 \ 000000 0 1_1·\ 0 
100 1\-1 O~ 1-\-100011 J 1\-\-\1 1·11-111-1-l... 
0]111\ 000-11-11-\ 00011 0". 
011000_11.11.1000111 Oll\\-I 000001_1_100_1 0,,,. 
O".l 0 0-\·\ \ 00000-1 \ 1 0 0 OIl \ I \-1-1 1 1_1 1·1 1 1·1·1 0". 
0)411000-11-11-1000111°'3 1 \-1-\1-\1-1-1\\-1-1-1-\-1 
! 00 0 \ 0 \ 0 a 0-\ G I 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 '0 0 \ 0-\ 00 0 1 0 1... 
, 000_101000_1 (;.\ 000-10100010 I 000-\ 0 1 000 I.. 
0\ 0001 0-1 000-\ 0-1 000 1 0-\ 000] 0 i 0001 0-] GOO, 
0000100000100000100000-100000100 Q 0 0 I 
00000-100000100000-100000-\ 0 000 0_100000 
100000100000\00000_100000J0001, 
0_10 00 00 1 0 0000_1 000 0 a 10 0 000-\ 0 0000 \ 000 
00 I 0 a () 0 0100000 \ () 0 0 0 0_1 0000 D 1 00000 ! 00_ .. 
! 000.100000100000100000100000-\ O. 
_\ 0-1 000 I 0-1 0 00-1 0-1 000-\ 0 1 000_1 0_1 000 1 0·1 0-, 
0010100010-1000101000-10 \ 000 1 0 \ 000 \ G-I.. 
00 0_1 0_1 0 0 0 I 0-\ 00 0 \ 0 1 000 1 0·1 00 0 1 00 
Tabl~ 3(ront): 4·disjoint T·sequences 
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Sum of S u ..... Se ucnce, 
.11-1.].1 0-1 ~ 1 0ll 1·1111 0·1 0] 1 011 1·111 1 0 L 
0)-10 11 1.1 I 11 0·1 0] 1 011 1 0 10• 
0 11 1.11,10 I ~-\ Ou-II-I-I-I 0 1 0)-1 0'1 I-II 1 101.. 
0,.10: 1 I-I I 1 10-1 OJ 1 ~_111 O. 
o 0 0 0 0-1 0 1 1-1 017 ] 0-1-1 I 0 17 1 0 1 I-I 0:7 I 0 I 1_ L-
0,l-]·1-1 1-1 00000, 
OJ61G-I-II0:!7 10-1·1 IO:!r10-1-1 10" 1 011-1(},.10001 
-1 0 I 000 1 0;-1 0 J 000_1 05-1 0 1 0 0 0 I O~ 1 0-1 000 1 0, L 
OJ-l 0-1 000 I 05 1 0 1 000-1 OJ 1 01 000 I OJ I 01 000-1 00, 
0·] 05 1·1 0.-1 05.110,-1 OJ I-I O. 1 0:; I-I O. 110,-1.. 
O~ 1 I O. ~ OJ-l.l O. I OJ 1 1 O. I OJ I O. 
OJ I 0-1 0, 1-1 0.11 0-1 0.-1100010_10. I-I 0)'1 0 I 04 1-1 O,-I-L.. 
000-10-10.-1-10001010,1100010 I 0.·1.1 000 1 01 000. 
04 10,106 J 0.-1 06 1 O. I 06.1 0.1 0,.106-1 0000-1_ 
06 10,10.10,-106 10001 -
-1·1 00 1 0 1 I-I 1 I 011 1 I 0 0-1 0:7 1 1 0 0-1" 
0'7 t 1 00_1 0 II-Ill 011"1 0.11~, 
00 I-I 0·1 0 11 -1 101·1-1 1-1-1 0,,-1 1 0 1 1 I-I I L 
Oll-I 10 I 0 17-1 001 1 0000 O. °: 1-1.10010 II_Ill Oil 1·1 0-111-111 0lr11 0 III-Ill.. 
0u·I.] 0 0 1 0-1.11.].1011 , 
Owl1010:61100-10:t7·j·l0010WIIOl O,! 11_\ II 
Table J(COllt): 4-disjoillt T-sequences 
Remark: Multiple solutions have been found for many of 
these lengths. Full details are available in a Technical 
Repon CSADFA88/6 from the authors. 
Corresponding to thE' decomposition 32 + 02 + 02 ... 02. 
l'sing A = IO.B = 01.e =O,D = 1 gIves 
X 1 0 0 
Y :;;; 0 
ZOO 0 
HI 0 0 0 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 
1 0 0 
o -1 
o 0 
o -1 0 
o 0 1 
o 0 0 
The sequences correspond to the decomposition 22 + 1 ~ + 22 + 02. 
Some detailed results 
t = 13 and t = HI 
Koukouvinos and Kounias [12] had found T-matrices corresponding to the 
decompositions 
13 2~+22+22+ 12 
19 42 +12+12+12, 
but we now give T-sequences corresponding to these decompositions 
98 
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t = 25 
Hunt and (Seberry) \Vallis (see Geramita and Scberry p125) give T-matrices 
(not T-sequences) which are type 1 and defined over the abelian group EA(25)) 
which correspond to the decomposition 
t = 31 
Hunt and (Seberry) Wallis (See Geramita and Seberr)' P 125) give T -matrices 
which correspond to the decomposition 
The rows of these T-matrices are: 
1000100-1-10100-100000000011010000 
01000 I 0 0 0 I 0 -\ 0 00 00 010 -1 000010 0 -1 1 0 
000100100000000-11-1010110000-1000 
0010000 0 000 01 01 00 000 0000000 0 00-1 
t == 37 
Hunt and (Seberry) Wallis (see Geramita and Seberrr p12,,)) give T-matrices 
(not T-sequences) which are type 1 and defined over the ilbf'lian gWllp EA(37)) 
which correspond to the decompOl,itioll 
t = 41 
Hunt and (Seberry) Wallis (see Geramita and Seberry p125) give T-matrices 
(not T-sequences) which arc type I and defined over the abelian group EA(41) 
which corresponds to the decomposition 41 = 52 + 42 + 02 + 02. 
t = 43 
T-scqucnccs are not yet known of length 43 fOf any decomposition of 43 into 
squafes_ 
t = 57 
Use the sequences 
E = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
F 0 -1 -1 1 -1 1 
G 0 0 -1 0 0 -1 0 
H 0 0 0 1 0 -1 
with A = F,B = E,C = C.D = II in Yang's Theorem (see Restatement 
2.2) to obtain decomposition 
57 = 42 +12 +6 2 +22 
and with A = E, B = F, C = C, D = H in Yang's Theorem (sec lli::statement 
2.2) to obt.ain the decomposition 
99 
t = 59 
Use Theorem 9 (Turyn) on the Turyn sequences of lengths 15,15,14,14 given 
in Table 2. 
t = 61 
Hunt and (Seberry) \Vallis (see Geramita and Seberry p125) give T-matrices 
(not T-scqucnccs) which are type 1 and defined over the abelian group EA(61)) 
which correspond to the decomposition 
t = 63 






in Yang's Theorem (see Restatement 2.2) to obtain the decomposition 
63 = 72 + 32 + 12 + 22 
Use the sequences 
A 0 1 1 1 -1 
B 0 0 0 ° C 1 1 -1 
D 0 0 0 ° in Yang's Theorem (see Theorem 3.1) t9 obtain the decomposition 
53:0:: 52 + 12 + 12 +52 
t = 67 
T-sequences are not yet known of length 57 for any decomposition of 67 but 
two inequivalent T-matrices of order 67 have been found by Kazue Sawade for 
67=82 +1 2 +1 2 +1 2 
t = 71,73,79,83,89,97 
Neither T-sequences nor T-matrices are known for these lengths for any 
decomposition of t into squares. 
5 Summary 
The sequences constructed in section 4 and table 3 can be used with the Cooper-
(Seberry)Wallis construction [3] to obtain orthogonal designs aD( 41; t, t, t, t) for 
100 
t = 1,3, ... , 41, 45, ... ,65,67,69,75,77,81,85,87,91,93,95,99, 101, 105, 
111, 115, 117, 119, 123, 125, 129, 133, 141, ... ,147, 153, 155, 159, 161, 165, 
169,171,175,177,183,185,189,195,201,203,205.209. 
\\'illiamson matrices which can be used with these orthogonal designs to form 
Hadamard matrices are the subject of a separate report. The paper (Seberry 
[18]) gives a recent listing of the orders for which Williamson matrices ate known. 
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